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During the past year two Massachusetts Board ' issues captured 
public attention: contract neeotiations involving State 
employees and the Commonvlealth, and legislative lobbying 
with respect to the extension of our final offer arbitration 
law. 
1. . Cm1MOm-JEALTH/ ALLIAN CE NEGOTIATIONS 
The Alliance, Hhich represents 40,000 State employees reached 
a settlement Hith the Commomvealth in June, 1976, but it v .. las 
not ratified by the membership. Negotiations resumed, and 
the Commonwealth petitioned the Board for assistance in 
August, 1976. Because of the irr~conci1able differences 
between the parties, mediation eff6rts by the Board were 
unsuccessful. The Board was then asked to select a factfinder. 
In early September the Board ~ppointed a factfinding panel 
consisting of Abraham Siegel of M.I.T., Chairman; George 
Hildebrand of Cornell, and Clyde Summers of the University of 
Penns~lvania. The panel sat for three days each week until 
the bearings '\vere concluded. On October 21, the panel issued 
its report an.d recommendations v.,7hich '\~ere accepted by the 
parties, and in November, the contract was ovenvhe1ming1y 
ratified by both par ties. 
Commomvealth negotiations nmv appear to be running smoothly. 
In J\.~ne. 1977 ConU1lOm~ea 1 th/ Alliance negotiations culminated in 
a successor thre e -year contract. The Boar~will administer 
the grievance arbitration pr.ovisions of the agreement. 
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Another unit of State , emp1oyees, the Massachusetts Law 
Enforcement Council, ieached successful conclusion of a 
collective bargaining a~reement with the Commonwealth in 
July, after comple tion of mediation and factfinding procedur~s. 
II. BOARD STATISTI CS 
Public Sector (Non Police/Fire) 
Settled in mediation 
In mediation 
In factfinding 
Settled during factfinding 
Settled after factfinding 
Recent reports -- results 
yet uncertain 
TOTAL CASELOAD 
Police/Fire 
Settled in mediation 
In mediation 
In factfinding 
Settled during £actfinding 
Settled after factfinding 
Recent rCDorts -- results 
yet uncertain 
On tO ,Fina1 Offer Arbitr3tion 
TOTAL CASELOAD 
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FY 1976 
,219 
2 
2 
36 
12 
6 
:277 
FY 1976 
46 
0 
3 
19 
16 
3 
32 
120 
FY 1977 
170 
94 
33 
7 
2 
o 
306 
FY 1977 
42 
29 
58 
9 
1 
2 
18 
159 
III. FINAL OFFER ARBITRATION 
The Massachusetts final offer arhitration sta.tute for 
police and firefighters CL:ne under close scrutiny over 
the past year because it was due to expire unless extended 
by legislative enactment. The Board, in order to advise 
the Legislature on the results of the expiring two year 
experimental period, requested that a study be undertaken 
to' determine the effects, and in particular the economic 
effects of the statute on collective bargaining. In May 
1977, the study was completed by the -810an School of HanagelTlent 
at Hassachusetts Institute of Technology. "The Impact of 
Final Offer .Arbitration in Massachusetts: An Analysis of Police 
·and Firefighter Collective Bargaining." by David B. Lipsky 
and Thomas A. Barocci,' ,\-1i th Hil1iam Suoj anen is primarily an 
economic assessment of the impact of the statute upon wages 
~f police and firefighters. The study secondarily examined 
the effect, if any, the statute has had on the collective 
bargaining process. 
The MIT study, for the period 1972-1977, reached the follm-1ing 
conclusions: 
1) liThe number of police and fire impasses increased significant l :. 
after the passage of the final offer statute. · ~ .. In addition, 
the effectiveness of mediation in achieving settlements in 
public safety impasses seemed to decline after the law was 
passed. To \oJhat extent these changes in the process can be 
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attributed to a "chilling effect" created by the law· itself. 
to the parties' desire to experiment with a new technique 
of dispute settlement, or to the ·tougher economic climate 
that prevailed after 1974 is problematical. 
2) In general we find no significant relationship between the 
state of settlement in police and fire bargaining (either before 
or after the passage of the final-offer statute) and the rate 
of change of police and fire salaries. Salary changes resulting 
from arbitration awards were not significantly different from 
salary changes achieved without impasse, in mediation, or in 
fact-finding ... 
3) . . . On net,the salaries of police and fire employees in the 
Commomvealth have increased at about the same rate as the 
· salaries of comparable groups elsewhere in the Northeast. 
4) Statistical analysis of the relation between police and 
fire salary movements and stage of settlement, controlling 
for other factors tha t might influence salary changes, 
demonstrates that 0--7ith one minor exceptio';t the sa] aries of , . 
police and firefighters are not significantly different from 
what one 'vould have expected in the absence of the final-offer 
·.statute ... 
5) In most cases, the other economic and environmental factors 
that we expected to be related to police and ·fire salary changes 
had no influence or a weak influence at best. Such factors as 
·state nid, the full value assessments per cnpita, and the 
·-
conununity's unemployment rate had a negligible influence 
on salary changes. There is, on t~e other hand, some evidence 
that a "catch up" effect v7as ope'tative in police and fire 
settlements for the years under , study ... " 
Other interesting statistics , contained in the study include 
the follO";·]ing: 
1) 37 ' fina1-offer awards were issued in the first two and 
one-half years of the law, or only 5% of those cities and towns 
that negotiated ne'\v police and fire contracts '\vent to arbitration , 
2) It takes just over 12 months from the time the parties 
petition for mediation until the arbitration avlard is rendered. 
Strong lobbying efforts were undertaken by interested parti~s 
either for or against extension of the law; the issue was 
' intensely debated even through the media. ' 
On June 27, 1977 the Massachus~tts Legislature enacted 
Chapter 347 of the Acts of 1977, which extended, '\vith some 
~odifications, the final offer arbitration provisions of 
Chapter l50E. 
Significant changes in the law are: 
1) The parties by mutual agreement may waive factfinding 
,and move directly from mediation to arbitration. 
2) Parties may mutually a~ree to arbitrate before a sin~le 
arbitrator in lieu of the tripartite arbitrat~on panel. 
3) The arbitrator or arbitration pnne1 may select as the 
a'vard ~i they the employer's final of tel' , the employee organiz.ation ' 
final offer, or the fact·,fi.ndcl" s recommendations. (Previously 
-5-
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the panel could select only from betvleen the last best offers 
of the two parties.) 
4) Written opinions are required and must analyze the 
statutory criteria. 
optional.) 
(Previously, a written opinion was 
5) The ~tatutory factors to be weighed in arriving at an 
arbitration decision are more clearly spelled out in the area 
of the financial ability of a municipality to meet costs. 
6) Minimum manning as a subject for negotiators is 
determined to be permissive. And limitations upon the scope 
of arbitration vJhich prev;iously applied only to police (i.:e., 
exclusion of issue s involving the right to appoint, promote, 
assign, and transfer employees) are nmv imposed in a similar 
fashion upon firefight~rs. 
7} Finally, part-time members of a unit of police or fire-
fighters are excluded from the final offer provisions of the 18\\7. 
IV. INTERNSHIP PROGRAM 
A prerequisite to eligibility for membership on the Board's 
roster of factfinders and arbitrators is labor experience in 
a neutral capacity. In order to enable and encourage persons 
,~ho exhibit great potential but '\vho lack practical experience 
in the field, the Board has instituted an internship program. 
Interns serve part-time at the Board for a period of one 
year, during 'vhich time they 'viIi accomp.:my the staff to 
~e~iation sessions , observc the Board ' in arbitration hearing, 
and conduct rescarch assi~l1lnents. 
-6-
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After successful completion of a year's training in 
mediation and arbitration procedures and techniques, 
the Board will add the intern's name to its list of 
qualified factfinders and arbitrators. 
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE 
}~SSACHUSETTS BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION 
Tbe Hassachusetts Board of Conciliation and Arbitration has the 
responsibility for administering, procedures for resolving collective 
bargaining impasses under the State Collective Bargaining Law and 
provides a mediation service and a grievance procedure for private 
industry within the Commonwealth. In the public s'ector, the Board's 
procedures comprise mediation, fact-finding, interest arbitration 
and grievance arbitration. In the private sector the procedures 
comprise mediation and grievance arbitration . 
The Board is composed of three Associate Commissioners, one repre-
senting labor, one management and one sitting as the neutral member. 
It is the duty of the Commissioners to hear arbitration cases which 
arise during the life of collective bargaining agreements in both the 
public and private sectors . In addition to the Commissioners, the 
Board maintains Counsel, a staff of full time mediators and 'a support 
staff . 
********************* 
State Library of Massachuseth 
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BOARD OF CONCILIATIO~ AND ARBITRATION 
MEDIATION AND FACTFIHDING 
PUBLIC SECTOR 
Settled in Hediation 
Still in Hediation 
In factfinding 
Settled During Factfinding 
Settled After Factfinding 
Negotiating after Factfinding 
TOTAL 
POLICE /FIRE 
Settled in Mediation 
Still in Mediation 
In fact finding 
Settled During Factfinding 
Settled After Factfinding 
Negotiating after Factfinding 
Petitioned for Final Offer 
TOTAL 
CASE DISPOSITIONS 
1976 
221 
0 
0 
37 
18 
0 
276 
1976 
45 
o 
o 
21 
23 
30 
30 
119 
FISCAL 
FISCAL 
1977 
248 
0 
0 
36 
23 
0 
307 
1977 
56 
o 
7 
14 
26 
7 
51 
161 
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FISCAL YEAR 1977 
Total Cases Received 
~Cases withdrawn or settled 
Cases Closed other Than by Formal Award 
To : RA6 
Awards Rendered 
Total FY 77 Cases Pending at Close of FY 
Total FY 77 Cases Disposed of in FY 1977 
- - - - - - -
,FY 76 Cases: pending at Beginning of FY 
.. 
FY 76 Cases : Settled or withdrawn in 
FY 76 Cases: Awards in FY 77 
FY 76 Cases : pending at Close of FY 
- - - - - -
FY 75 Cases: Pending at Beginning of 
FY 75 Cases: settled or withdrawn in 
FY 75 cases: Awards in FY 77 
FY 75 Cases : pending at Close of FY 
- - - - - -
Total Cases on Docket During FY 1977 
Total Cases Disposed of in FY 1977 
FY 
77 
- -
FY 
FY 
77 
79 
77 
77 
- -
77 
153 
44 
6 
48 
55 
98 
50 
11 
36 
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6 
2 
3 
1 
209 
150 
. . 
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FISCAL YEAR 1977 
Alden Corrogated Container Corp. 
Athol 
Auburn 
Berklee College of Music 
Bicknell-~ler Corrogated Container Corp. 
Boston Fruit and Produce and Auction Co. 
Boston Metal Door Co. 
Brinks Inc. 
Checker Taxi Co. 
Chelsea 
Cliquot Club 
Columbia Mfg. Co. 
Dighton 
Eastern Co. d/b/a East Co. 
Fall River 
Frionor Kitchens Inc. 
Fri to-Lay Inc. 
General Sand and Stone Corp. 
Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Co. 
H.A. Joynson Co. 
H.H. Brown Shoe Co. 
70 
4 
34, 35, 36 
71, 74 
78 
22 
52 
14 
6 
9, 10, 11 
53, 21, 30, ;3 
81 
15 
77 
41, 51 
40 
29 
82 
56 
17 
50 
' -,,\. 
. :' 
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Hemingway Transport Inc. 75 
Hertz Corp. 28, 32 
Hyde Athletic Industries 65 
...-
~/ Jacob Ruppert d/b/a Frrest Brewing 45 
John S. Lane and Sons Inc. 54 
Lawrence Technical Impex Corp. 16 
Leominster 66 
Lawrence, City of 85 
Lily Transport Lines 39, 69 
Maritime Terminal Inc. 7, 37, 64 
1-1alboro 36 
Mas Okum Furniture Co. 5 
Metropolitan Greetings,Inc. 55 
Nashoba Valley 1, 2 
New England Foundry Co. 20 
, , 
Northampton 67 
Northeast Metropolitan Reg. H.S. 60, 70, 76, 79 
Norwood 38, 43, 73 
O.R. Cote Co. B) 
Pilgrim Laundry and Clearwater Laundry 72 
Rising Paper Co. 3 
Shasta Beverages Inc. 13 
Spen~er 46 
Stride Rite 19, 68 
. Sturtevant &: Hook 8 
- 3 -
Textile Shield Co. Inc. 42 
Stop &: Shop Bakery 23 
Swansea 62, 84 
// Tewksbury 31 
Wareham 63 
Walpole 47, 48, 49, 58, 59 
Webster 12 
West Springfield 41, 57 . 
Westborough 61 
Westwood Cartage 24, 25, 26, 27 
Woburn 18 
Worcester 80 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR MID INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF C08CILIATIO~ Al\l) ARBITRATION 
BOSTON July 13. 1976 
NASHOBA V/illE'{ TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL TFACHERS ASSOCIATION 
AND 
NASHOBA V/illE'{ TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL DISTRIcr ffi"MITIEE 
(ARB, 79-1976) 
.. '
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at t~e hearing, ha;considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the pa~ties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
The School District Corimittee violated the collective bargaining 
agreement by refusing to place the gri evants on the ''VB'' level of 
the salary schedule, The School District Comnittee shall pay the 
grievants the difference between their current salary and the 
salary of teachers on the ''VB'' level plus 6% interest per annum 
fran September 29, 1975. 
BY THE OOARD: / ' . ' 
. . / . . .'~ , /< , ~ ' / > -/ ' /~:':. ', J ,' • /i" ' .;', /.L/ I I , ( ' :, .. ~." , " ,/,: I " .. 
He aine Kni:c.ker oc r 1 irperson 
~.. ' 1 / ()(L/~~~~ . Al~r~~.~~er 
'. . . . . . . ~ ... . . . .. . . '. 
Serma R. Gottlieb, Associate Commissioner 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR Mil} INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION 
BOSTON July 13, 1976 
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NASHOBA VALL2Y TW:HN reAL i lIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS ASSOC. Arb. 81=19-
A~;D 
NASHOBA IJALLEY T ~~CIr!\ reAL !IIGrI SCHOOL DISTRICT COMMITTEE 
The Board, havIng afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
\'10. cleterminf? that tl: e grievR"r.c is without merit ar:d is ther.~fore 
disf"isseri. 
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. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTIlIES 
BOARD OF ' CONCILIATION AND ARnITRATION 
Rising Paper Company 
and 
BOSTON July .19, 1976 
United PapeD..urkers International Union AFL-CIO Local ffl584 (Arb. 111-1976 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and argumen~s, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence. bearing on the issue (s), awards as ~ollows: 
(1) "The Company is in violation of Section 17 ' of the Labor Agreerrent; 
(Job Bidding Procedures) . We award in this case for the grievant, 
'1hCXM.S Cairns. The Compan.y is directed to change grievant back to 
original job bid. (},m. Fenkles Tower) ~ 
(2) "The Company is not in violation of the labor agreement relating to 
coffee breaks. The grievance is dismissed." 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION 
ATHOL SCHOOL COt-1.MITT l': E 
A."l'D 
BOSTON July 20, 1976 
ARB. 103 - 1976 
ATHOL TEACHERS ASSOCIATION 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
THE SCHOOL COHHITTEE, H2l..VING VIOLATED THE CONTRACT BY REFUSING 
TO GRANT A TIVELVE-110NTH T.EA'TE TO THE GRIEVANT, IS DIRECTED T() 
GRANT SAID LEAVE • 
d J ' 4i!.9.J ('.;1. - , 
Helaine Knickerbocker, Chairperson 
;J '-'A / ' ,,-/ .' - / 1') " , 'I - ,//: .j.... \/.,1. ) " .-;' (i -- " ,_ .' r m(;·~ , 
" Selma R. Gottlieb, Assoc. commissioner 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION 
l--1AX OKU!·! FURNITURE COMPMTY 
AN:) 
BOSTON July 20, 1976 
LOCAL 1439 , RETAIL CLERI<:S INTERNATIONAL ASSOC. 
AFL-CIO 
ARB. 113-1976 
The Board. having afforded the Employe.r and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony. exhibits and arguments; and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the iss ue (s) submitted by the parties, a nd having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
The Compa~y violated section 1. of Article Twelve by refusing ;-
to pay the grievants $0.25 per hour waqe ir.r.reascs: The company 
shall. pay the grieva~ts said increases plus 6% interest ~er a nnum 
from necember 1. 1975. 
selma R. 
-r 
~hairperson 
, j '/~ ., . . 
, . ,i," -1" C (. • .'"'-1 _ ... .... _____ _ 
Gatti i01). Assor;. Commi.S5 iO"lr.:r 
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. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
.. BOARD OF CONCILIATION ANI} ARBITRATION 
BOSTON July 20, 1976 
\ 
. CHECKER TAXI COMPANY 
AND ARB. 128 - 1976 
LOCl\L #496 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
. opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has ~ons idered 
th·e issue (s) submitted by the parties. and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (sl, awards as follows: 
.':. 
. There was just cause for the discharge of steven Wilkins. 
grievance is denied. 
. Bi/Y THE BOARD: .. ··• )' 
/ , . .;_-.-/ jI. A ~ ~! " ~ / i It ~.2-' ~-<-~ '~. 7. .~r; '':'')l~!I« 
Helaine Knickerboc ker, Chairperson 
s oc. commissioner 
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commissioner 
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DEPARBIENT OF LABOR AND I~DrSIRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND- ARBITRATION 
BOSTON July 21, 1976 
Maritime Tenninal Inc. 
and 
Teamsters Union Local 4159 (Arb. 72-1976) 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony. exhibits and arguments, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties. and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
"There was not just cause for the discharge of James R. Hickney on 
1/17/76, The Company is directed to restore said grievant to his prior 
job and make him whole for all work opporb.r:1ities lost, without any loss 
of seniority or other contract benefits, and to do so forthwith. 
BY THE POARD: 
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sID1A R. caiTI.IEB, ASSOCIATE CXMlISSIONER 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND. INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AN!) ARBITRATION 
BOSTON July 21, 1976 
A ND ARB. 92 - 1976 
LOCAL m: I ON # 59 TEAMSTERS 
The Board, having afforded the ~ployer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
There was not jl lst c a u s e for t. ')f'! di s:chargp of Ra u l Pina. The 
company is dire c ted t o r e - ins t at e hi~ wi thout loss of s e niority and -
make whole for a ll lost ' .... ork os>por t 1J:.!1i t i e s , includ ing wag e s,' o~nsio n 
and welfarn contribut i o ns r etroacti v e to June I f , 1976. 
. \ 
BY 'UiE BC!\ RD: . ~ ! 
A'· /j . b" ........ -' ... ,' / /' -', P //- " / , / ': v , _ .-, ! . : J :/ rI {' ;(·' .' - . L.(./ ~ . : _ ' ?'il');r,~. ,;r;p/ 
Helaine K~ icke rbock e r, ~hairperson 
Alfor·d :)y son, A~oc. Commissioner 
, . .; 
~; . /> ;r,. '/1 .' ,/ • f/ ) - ,. .-r' ; ' . I_ .. J . ? /d :"~ ,"e el' _________ _ Selma R. GottllC!b, Assoc .. commissioner 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION 
BOSTON July 21, 1976 
CITY OF CHELSEA 
MiD ARB. 98 - . 1976 
LOCAL #?:17 , IHTERNATIONAL ASSOC. OF 
FIREFIGHTERS 
The Board, having afforded the Em9loyer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, . exhibits and arguments, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitt ed by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issu:e (s), awards as follows: 
1. "The city of Chels~a has acted in violation of the Agreement by 
tra~sferring m~mber.5 of the Fire Departme nt from one group to; another 
to a lloic'!. t he payme~t of o ve rtimA." . -" 
2. "Thi? Ci t ,! is d irected to pay for all lost overtime compensation to al : 
i~dividuals concerned and is ord e red to cease a~d desist from con-
tinui~g sa,id practic:e." 
3. ~The grievance of Philip C. Oalis ~or loss of vacation time is denied 
BY 'rHE SOARr): 
Commissioner 
I '-}' 
. j (' '. ,)." , [1---,-//, : / ..-
a....:..:: •. c. ; . • '- ,z. . ,:' ~ .. ,{ ~ Gt '('" ~~ 
Selma R. Gottli~b, Assoc. commissio~cr 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION 
BOSTON July 21, 1976 
C ITY OF CHSLSE.Z\ 
K"1 D A R 3 • 99 - 1 en (-, 
LOCAL ~~ 937 IFTEP3ATIO~f...L ASSOC . OF 
F IREFI GHTF.RS 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the heari ng, has considered 
'the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s) I awards as follows: 
"The City of r: ~1 els p. a di e'! v i o l ate Artir:-l c XIV (· : ~rt-.i()rc; 1 iE'r~ -0 ., ....... " .() + 
pay i ng J o h n Mr]cc i 4 h O' lr s r eporting p a y i~ a r ·'~oc~ .'l. ' !.:--- .: wi t h t h ,= ::or:;\ .,> 
of t he ~abor Agreemen t . 
The ::-i t y o f r:h8lsea is ,-lir~cted to pa-{ ,John ~-'l u r: ci 4 ho u rs r cpo r:-:i'1 Cl 
pay at timn a nd one h al E. 
[3Y THE BOl\R:>: 
c ommiss i.o nc r 
" . n [" ... . .; . l .. I ,,0 ,'. ,oJ' " ,/ ' I . '-::--:; /. I ~ .' ~ 
,"-~ ' s. ' <- " 'k c. , i.... \ ' .~/I ( C ( , i ; 
Se lma R. (".,at t .l icb, Assoc . c:ornm iss i.o :1er 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION 
BOSTON July 21, 1976 
" , . 
City· of Chelsea , ~. .': ' : 
. 1, , 
and 
International Association of Firefighters Loca11fo937 . ·(Arb. 100-1976) 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and argumen~s, and to 
e~amine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
1. liThe City of Chelsea is directed not to canpel any Firefighter to .:work 
out of grade until. it complies with Article 15 of the labor agreerrent, 
and that if a Firefighter ~rks out of grade ne nust be compensated for 
2. 
the ~rk perfonred at that grade. . 
The City of Chelsea is also directed to pay Cnptain Doherty at the rate 
of pay as Deputy Fire Chief during the period he served as the Deputy 
Fire Chief at the · Fire Prevention Bureau." . 
"..-. " . 
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'. ' " , DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDDSTRIES 
, .... .... ,'. 
• • 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION ' 
, #: ,~. . . 
; ' , ; .. '," 
.. .. - '! ', '. 
TOWN OF WEBSTER 
AND 
. ,.;. '. 
. -. ~. '- ' .. , 
UNION LOCAL # 4 95 AFL-CIO 
, BOSTON JUly 22, 1976 
":' ARB. 146-1976 
The 'Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
, opportunity ' to present testimony. exhibits and arguments, and to 
examine' and cross-examine witnesses at the heari ng, has considered 
', the 'issue (s ) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
THE DISCHARGE OF THE GRIEVANT WAS IMPROPER. HE IS TO BE REINSTATED 
~OHIS POSITION WITH BACK PAY AND ALL OTHER EENEFITS OF EMPLOYMENT 
" FROM THE DATE OF DISCHARGE, PROVIDED, HOWEVER, THAT THE AMOUNT 
PA"X'ABLE BY THE TOWN SHALL BE REDUCED BY ALL }~ONIES RECEIVED FROM 
UNEl-lPLOYMENT COMPENSATION. 
, B~~THE BO~RD: \ /J / ~;J , " ~,/') ~::" I : ) 
Helaine Kni kerbocker, Chairperson 
Dyson, A~c. Commissioner 
, !/-lit. ( t A,·' tr:1it;tl:L;~ .. 
Selma R. Gottlleb, Assoc. CommlSSloner 
..... ~~- ~ . 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
-----
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION 
,:,,: ' 
) 
' .. " " 
-
, : "" . ~ , ' "" 
BOSTON July '28, 1976 
, , / ..... 
SHASTA, BEVERAGES, INC. 
AND ARB. 112 
TEAMSTERS LOCAL UNION #59 
1976 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
THE GRIEVANCE IS WITHOUT MERIT AND IS DISMISSED. 
BY THE BOARD: " /: - ' !"", ' 
!IJ;;S 2 ,- ,' I ) ". _.... " "-./ , -J ' , . ",/,1 1 ,/ '2 ... ;' ',.t.<! ll'J , .. ~ - " i '~'/Y-:::: ' r -I .. .. \... ( 4 ' "" {. ...... ,, ( , r ,,/ c. ~LI I 7-' I 
Hel~ine Knickerbocker, Chairperson 
.~ 
Alf~r<}/Dyson, Ass . commiss ioner 
' I / () / / ,/' '/ 
\1: (' / ) l' .1 /(, ' .. f ,,';:/It :~7?( ( (/-
selma R. Gottlieb, Assoc. commissioner 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSIRIES 
. :" . . 
!', . 
. :.;. :- . ,~ . ,,':, 
. ,' . BOARD OF CONCILIATION .' AND ARBITRATION 
. :' .. ~. 
J 
BOSTON August 12, 1976 
.. - ~. . 
" j .... ~ . . " ~.' 
. ',:; ~> >- .::  '~' .. ·'/f j" : ~~~ ·.·~i~, a/ il, ?i"l afflC4liDlt /01" a,til,~/i_ 0/ ~ c~ .. 'r~~,~ t.iw.." 
I :. > .. :..... ;;~ . >.:./:;.;\' .., '; Bdruc' s :, Inan~rporated · .. •..... . 
.' . 
. ' .' 
:. ,' ;" 
.. ~. '.. ~ . 
. . , . ..~.~ .:- Te8:rnsters Local Union No. 404 A-140-1976 
. .. 
The Board,having afforded the Employer and the Union fuli 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, and to 
examine and cros s -examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
~h~iB6ue (~) ~~bmitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weigh'ad the evidence bearing on the issue (s). awards as follows: 
. 'There .was just cause for the discharge of Cl1arle~ Th.Ina.s. 
. The grievance is denied . 
or Dyson, Assofl.ate Carnri.ssioner 
., 
.' .~ 
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IDJrr . (!!ntttmnnnrraltlr of itta,llllurlrusrttG 
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND · INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION 
'~ . BOSTON August 25, 1976 .' . : . .. . :.. 
. . . 
j,,- /~~ ,..all" -0/ /~, i"i,,/ ap,J.-ca.lio" - /0, a,lil,aliDn 0/ 0. &QI,IrovorJ'I £,1111"" 
TOWN OF DIGHTON 
. AND 
AFSCME COUNCIL #41, LOCAL 1646 
Arb. -. 136-1976 
The Board. having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony. exhibits and arguments. and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
THE GRIEVANCE IS UPHELD. 
_MARCH 5, 1976. 
THE GRIEVANT IS ENTITLED TO SICK PAY FOR 
:l 
.. :" ' 
BY THE BOARD: 
'/se1ma R. Gotttieb, Associate Commissioner 
-_r oo, . \ ' .. . ;. 
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wlrr Qrnttttttnumr ttlt4 ' nf~ttruiar4u.artt5 
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND 'INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARBlTRATION 
BOSTON ' Septe~her 7, 1976 
LAl'ffiENCE TECHNICAL IMPEX CORP. 
Al."JD Arb. 125-1976 
TEAL'vI.STERS LOCAL UNION #49 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
'opportunity to present testimony. exhibits and arguments, and to 
. 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed. the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
Th e company violated section XVII, Sectio"l f of the collective 
bargaining agre0rne~t by refusing to pay the grievants a mi~imu~ of 
three hours. Th (~ compa ny is ordered to pay t1:e grievar,ts for :'these 
thr'ee hours . 
. ~ . z 
He la ine K'l icke.rbocker, Cha irporso:"l 
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,,:?C. , t/ 
~------Ass,:; _ . 
.. dLrndSAdJ , , 
Sel~a R. GottlLcb. Assoc. CommLSSlo~er 
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, QT~r (!!nmmnutttrult~ af '.i{unsur1punrtta 
DEPARTMENT OF ' LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
" ,, ' • ',t 
r." • 
BOARD OF ' CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION , 
-, ... .: ,:" ,.; 
:,' 'BOSTON September 9,1976 
" ..... " , 
1'( 
" ., ; .... . 
, : -:~:' " . 
~; ' A. JOHNSON COMPANY ~'. . . ' ARB. 158-1976 
:- ~ . ' 
..... .. <.,c·' -. . 'AND 
': 
BAKERY ,& CONFECTIONERY i-VORKERS' UNION, LOCAL #20 , 
. ; . 
, The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full " ', ", " ', 1 . • 
.. •. . ,:: ..... 
\ " 
: ,. .' . opportunity to present testimony t exhibits andargunients", and to 
" 
>" :: . .. : ·. examine and .cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has ·considered 
. . . . 
, ,': '. the ', issue ' (s ) submitted by the · parties, and having studied and 
" .' ',: ·.·' w·eighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s). awards as follows: 
" 'THE GRIEVANCE IS WITHOUT !-1ERIT AND IS DISHISSED. 
. ... ; 
.. ' .. ;/ 
' .. 
. - ',' BY THE BOARD ;"': . . -- ... 
- . ," ':, - :'.:' .,t' 
'. 
. . 
.... , . .. . 
~g~-
Selma R. Gottlieb, Assoc. commissioner 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF . CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION 
BOSTON · Septerr~er ·22,lS7S 
CITY JF 1l')EURN . 
AND 
IBP:) LDC.;L 313 ARE. 124, l r'\: .=. J • . , . 
The Board. having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony. exhibits and argumen!s, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing. has considered 
"the iss~e (s) submitted by the parties. and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s). awards as follows: 
THE GRIEVA~\CE IS UPHELD . THE CITY SHALT..; TP.r'\ ~~SF'8.R · :)FFIC SF. 
GONTZALES B.z\CI( TO T~lE FIRST SHIFT. · 
. . ? 
liz::OA~Je~g 
Bela ine Knickerb,xKer, Cha irperson 
Dvson, Commissioner 
Aek~a ,lfi1a2Zf; e!-
Selma GotlicfJ, As;:;.:)c. COiHi'liss i ·_H~er 
.. " . .. 
( ' 
........ , 
ID~r Q!nmmnururultl1 nf ilUE'sttcilusrtts 
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION 
BOSTON september 27, 1976 
STRIDE RITE CORP. ARB. 15()-1~/5 
AND 
BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS UNION AFL-CIO LOCAL 13 8 
The Board. having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
THE COMPANY DID NOT VIOLATE THE TEPMS OF THE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 
AGREEtvlENT BY REFUSING TO PAY THE GRIEVANTS FO:,:? APRIL 8 , 1975. 
BY THE BOARD: /) /J 
;iA.«I';' .id{ f/S:'~.LJ.!·_/}.,AJIfz--,,/.~yY:....-· · __ _ 
Helai'1e Knickerbocker, r:\lairperson 
~l~~~ 
Dyso~ , 
. -L{ /.11! 1(./ / ,£xi./.:Jll' ~ .' :IL . _____ _ 
''''se11llu R. (~ott:licb, As ~ or. ~ commissioner 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND , INDUSTIUES 
: ' ,~.' BOARD OF '. CONCILIATION 
" BOSTON 
AND ARBITRATION 
., ' : 
, ! 
, . 
, 
. , ,', 
september 28 ~' 1976 
. ), . " , ", . 
' . .: ' :NEW. ~NGLAND . FoUNDRY 
. . .. ... -~.' 
" . ' 
. :. 
" 
.', " 
. ' ,'I' . AND ARB. 152-1976 
IN~ERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MACHINISTS 
AND ' :AEROSPACE lVORKERS LOCAL LODGE NO. 2441 • • ~ I 
. , '" • • J 
'. 
" ,- The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Uni on full 
opportunity to present te stimony ,exhibits and arguments ', and to ' 
"examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has ~~nsidered 
the issue (s) submitted ~Y the parties; and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s). awards as follows: 
" The ,discharge of the grievant was improper. He is to be reinstated 
. to his position forthwith with no award of back pay or other ., ,' 
. · contra.ctua~ benefits from the date of discha rge to the date of his 
. :' return to work . . In addition, he shall be on probation' for six 
'. months, during which time he may be discharged for e x cess ive 
· ... · absenteeism. with no recourse by him or his union 'or i ts repre-
, 'sentatives. 
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, ' #, ' ~ ' /1 1 ( / V> 'A ,:.;, )rf~ 
. , ' L(' . ..... : .. ..' . v. :,. -:;~ (.,. .. .. 
~ela ine . h!ckerbocker, Ch~iiperson 
, / ~ . -r:.( 4jl;J~L) , _____ _ 
Alfor- Dyson, AS!OC. commissioner 
.~~~ R ~/'(Z1i{eJ. __ _ 
Selma R. Gottlieb, Assoc. commissioner 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
BOARD ' OF CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION 
.'. BOSTON September 28, 1976 
- , ,:,:,", : ~ ... 
", , 
CLIQUOT CLUB 'CORPORATION . 
," 
. . 
. ' , ' . 
: . . ~ 
. AND 
TEAMSTERS UNION LOCAL 25 
,' .•••.. ,. ". . .. I,' 
ARB. i 60, 1 97 n . 
.' .: .:', . 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present t estimony, exhibits arid argumen~s, and to 
examine andeross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
wei ghed .the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
"THERE \'lAS JUST CAUSE FOR THE DISCHARGE OF ROBERT McGOWAN • 
THE. GRIEVAW:E IS DENIED." 
:;,' ,'" . . 
BY THE BOARD: 
· It<7'1UY & tzlai= . .. 
. ~elma Gottlieb, Assoc. comm~ssioner 
. " ~' 
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.. ~""'" 
'.',-' .. 
DEPARnjE~T OF t~D()R A~D I~DtSIP.IES 
BOARD OF CO~CILLHIO~ A~D APtDIIR,\TI00: 
BOSTON septe~ber ~O, 1976 
BOSTON FRUIT AND PRODUCE AUCTION CO., n:c. 
AND 
TEN,iSTERS LT .. 'HON LOCAL NO. 25 
ARB. G5 - 1:76 
, The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Unio~ ful: 
opportunity to present testimony. exhibits and argu~ent~. and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the heari~g, has cons~dere~ 
the issue (s) submitted. by the parties, and havinG studiec. a;-lc. 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
'l'BE GRIEVANCE IS ~nTJlOUT r,H-.:RIT :\T'~ D IS DIS:", ISSED. 
\ 
lEY i~~r: Il~'RI;L . -t' ~ l i:/ . ,,{.{ ( ') ~ {.( t ' l .' <,.;., ~ ', ' .. ' , , ...... ... ~-:.:~-.-' - \--f:-' ,-' - ' -~"'--':':-::'.-<. ':---------
Ile 1 u. i, ne Kn i(- ~( ~ l:l loe k c r., Cl1n i rpc!: sc :'1 
_c't/-.:-L~c ~(. ~~~{7-:" :':_L~ __ . __ . ___ .. __ . 
A1.fC\)-"j;{ Dyson,' i'\:\!.;oc. C0:ni i lissio:~, ! r. 
I ( y] If.-- f '/' /d~J., .:.J.:JJ:JL'_ ~. "_ . • y:~ .cj.f-J. LC{ -: ____ . _______ _ .
. ~:(~111\;1 n .• col~lli_ l~b, .:'\~;!,;0C. ,-.·orr.mi· ~;';jc : -" ,:·r 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION 
BOSTON 
.•• ,-< '}'-<-:r J,J 
. .1 ,. I/. .. ••. · .r 1/ ." 
) 
•. '/ 1 J .... 
' . .... ;' ,: 'J' ?, .t/'~ ( 
, . yV I • 
? 
l\PE . 7 ·1 107 f1 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDustRIES 
.' -:- , '" .' 
,," .~ 
' BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARBlTRATION 
,'" BOSTON . ;t 
. ;'-
j" .- I~. """It~, ./ tI ... ~;,.I "pptc"iiOll /0' , ",.til,a/ion 0/ .. . c;,..i'~lIuJ<j . t.fu/w, 
~·:::3-7. .. 'oO J (~.ll..RT.~G::: . 
. . AND . 
Octob~r 15,1976 
ARB. 82..:..1976 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
. opportuni ty to present testimony, exh,i bi ts and al'guments, and to ' 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
th~ issue (s) , submitted by the parties. and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
.T: ... e (j:cL:vant, :·t r-. i'lor,?,an, shall be paic: Eor ac t-.llal tir:1e ,worked 
on Dl~cem!)er 26, 1 975 , and for tile hoi ida1'. . .... . 
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IDqr <!rnm"::numru1tl1 of £iuI1oor4uli2fts · 
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDliSTRIES 
BOARD (;~ CONCILIATION AND ARTIITRATION 
Westwood Car t age 
and 
Local #42 Teams :~ . ~s 
BOSTON october 15, 1976 
ARB. 83-1976 
The Board, having ~fforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to presen~ testimony, exhibits and arguments, and to 
examine and cross-exami ne witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, 2.:ld having s t udied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (E). awards as f ollows: 
The suspension was for just cause. 
BY THE B:OARD: , I~ : "\ 
4 ~ f' j .. j&, .' /J . "/' . ,;~ /J .• . : jJ.(.~ . -:U././ /(5;,/43(:/ r HeTaine f~ickerbocker J Chairperson 
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, ---c.- {: ' -x1- ' c: It •• / 
-Ar 0 Iyson, A soc. Corrmll.ssioner 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND IND USTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION 
Hestwood Cartage 
and 
Local 42 Teamsters 
BOSTON 
AND ARBITRATION 
Gctobet 15, 19 76 
ARB. 85-1976 
The Board. having afford.ed the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony. exhibits and arguments, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
The two week suspension was not justified. Said suspension shall 
be reduced to one day and Mr. Morgan shall be m roe whole for the 
remainder of the period for which he was suspended . 
elaine Kn~c erboc er, Chairperson 
"t: i~ . , ':~/i , ( ' i ,:' .1 ·"~~._J"";' ~ . 
Alforo-/Dyson, J4i~oc. Commissioner 
-" ,. ' ~/' .,) 
/' / ' .1 r • ,.-rr( I I ;,~.- •. 
- S"~lm~:· jG~~t "f~f) ', I A~sOc. Commissioner 
.... 
" " . 
; . 
,. 
- .. 
- " , 
.t" . 
( J ( ,. 
m~t QJ:nttt~ntttnrttlt1r rtf :1i1ltn.u1iar~u£Ir1t6 
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
-BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND -ARBITRATION 
. BOSTON .-October 15, 1976 
" . ': 
J,. I~. """If" ~/I~. join I "ppluzliM I", ' "-til".I",,, ~/ .. CDt"fUUU~ ~J_,. 
". Westwood Cartage 
and ARB.123-l976 
Local 42 Teamster3 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union fu.ll 
opportunity to present testimony" exhibits and arguments, and to 
. . 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (sl, awards as follows: 
The suspension was not justified. Hr. Morgan is to be made 
.whole for the three-day period. ;. 
. ,~. ' " ' . 
" 
I 
airperson 
Commissioner 
) .- ~ 
I 
I 
I 
( ( . • 1 
DErArrT~lENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTIUES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARnInUTION 
BOSTON October 19, 1976 
HERTZ CORPORATION 
AKD 
Tf:'J\i·~S1'Er..S UNION LOCAL rF841 
ARLL 144 --1975 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hear :ng, has ~onsidered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follow~: 
'l'he tenninati.on of c.itlcomo ':::l o !Hc nt. e di<l not vi nlalct:h( ~ i:1gr ·:,~ ("i\'~:·'i. 
bot\vcon the Hert ? COrpCl",1tion und tho Intr~rno ~- ,:. onC'\l .[3:COUlOthoo-:1 
of 'l'camstcrs Loca,l ~ !:841 
BY 'l'HE B('l\IW: 
~ "jf:fl.J "". 'J / -- %// -'- -" / '/ ~ -Z · ... / / '" ' f "'C } j/I£1 0- " _ ..... U2:l..J·.:v / . tt. ' CY.; i..-..L:J::'-.. 
/:',clma F. cottlicb., l\s~30C. ;:orrunis;;i.on (~ l · 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES , 
T :, - ;~-::~.' 
. t ~ , ' • 
~,':. .~ . 
.... , 
.. - . ' 
. ' , ,: : ..... : . BOARD OF CONCILIATION ' , ': ., . . 
. ........ ':. ' . 
:. ~..,; ... . . 
AND ARBITRATION 
' . . ' . '. 
- ., ~.'" ',.:.', . ' 
BOSTON Octoher 20, 1976 ,. ,:' -~ 
'. .~:~ .. ~: ,-:~' ,'~.. ' 
.. ' , : ~ ; : ~<'.~J,. l~, ' _/t~ '" ll~' joi .. t afft~li01l /., Mtil,al;".. 0/ a CD"/~UVll'~ t,fUHiIt 
" ( 
" " 
, '- . 
"~. :: ' . 
, FRITO LAY INC. 
:~'. - ~ AND • t' '/ . ', ARB '. 104-1976 
, BAKERY ,AND SALES DRIVERS & HELPERS LOCAL #686 ' :' .:" .:. ;'.! 
The ' Board, having afforded the Employer a nd the Union full 
" opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and. arguments, and to 
e"xamine and cros s -examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the -parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s '), awards as follows: 
cThe grievance is sustained. The company is in violation of Article 5, 
section 8 and Article 21, section 40f the labor agreement. ,~ , 
, .~'~;' 
The Company shall make the Route Salesmen whole for any sales commission 
lost since November 2, 1975 a s a result of their action. ' 
Helaine K~icke~bocker, Chairperson 
/dJ i~ 1 . . , 
4-£-' /11'1 .d / -:?f' LiLa!::IF!:: 
--' selma R. Gottlieb, AssOC. commissioner-
commissioner 
v - ' ".-', ... . 
, " 
,', 
,.. 
CLIQUOT ;':LUB 
A.l.~D 
( A-
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARBnRATION · 
BOSTON cctober 21, 1976 . 
ARB. 3 1977 
LOCAL UNION #25 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony. exhibits and argument~, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submit t ed by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
The corapany did not violate Article 5, "Hol i days," of the labor 
. agreement by refus ing to pay five men who did not 1,o,ork on ?~t'..lrc1ay, 
th~ day before the paid holiday. 
BY THF. BOAED: /) .. /} /) 
M~f ~~(k:£,'~'? G 
---- .. -- - -_ .... " . . _. ---- .-~ .. ~-- .. . --
' llelaine Knickerbocker, Chairperson . 
<~{~ tf! ~~c.d:_. . 
~ Sclmet R. cottlieb, Assoc. Commission8r 
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. <.U~r Qtnmmnumrultfr . nf~a.6.a.ttrquilrtt.5 
. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIRS 
, . 
,-,' 
. ' : : ,":;<:., BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND,,,, 'MmITRATION',' 
. , .' - . . 
!' : . . ' 
. " 
. BOSTON . October 26, ' 1976 
.. . '~ .' 
. " 
" .. 
I ' ,' .•. ' 
.-J' . ", ' ", ;<': '::. " J~ '/L ~il'; DriJ..· Filii appl~;i~ I", tutu,,,,.,,,. 4 " &QI,I,wlfJ'jt.b..;.' ·, ·, ~ ., 
. .. .. -.. . ", 
,:.-\ . . '.-:'-.. ~ .; .. ' .. : . : " " .' ; :' , ~' . . 
~,L ' " ' : ,-::" .: TOWN OF TEWKSBURY 
~ ' • . .. AND 
·ARB. ~34-1976 
: ;,. 
, 
., 
"' . 
. . ~ . ' 
, 
" ~3 
', . TEWKSBURY FIRE FIGHTERS 
"LOCAL 4f1647 - IAFF 
..... . 
The .' Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full. 
"opportunity to present testimony. exhibits and arguments,. and to 
. examine ' and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, ~as- considered 
the issue ' (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evi dence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
! " . #<, 
The Town shall cease and desist from refusing to 
r ep lace firefighters man for man for EMT training ' f 
, and shall reimburse for all overtim.e compensation . 
. lost those firefighters who were denied said com-
', . . . 
. 'pensation during EMT training conrrnencing March 8 . . 
1976. The Board shall retain jurisdiction for the 
purpose of ascertaining damages and the beneficiaries 
. thereof if requested to do so by either party within 
four weeks of the award. 
,J/ ' 
airperson 
, 
. ! 
" . 
Selm~ Gottlieb, Assoc. Commissioner 
.', .. ; .... 
.... :. 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
~.:t~ 
, .. 
- , . ,". 
.: :.. BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ' ARBITRATION 
THE HERTZ CORPORATION 
AND 
TF.A.."1STERS LOCAL #841 
BOSTON 
, , 
" f . 
, October 27, '1976 
I~ .. 
. ' : 
" 
ARB. : 74 1975 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Uriion full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, and to · 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having 'studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
The grievance is without merit and is dismissed. 
" I (\ ' 
BY THE BOAR?: .' ... '" I / j , 
A/ - ! aiU I ,.~ , / ' • ,~ , .' I ' ' ..-" .. , / / . I. ,/;'. i, /./A ' j~.A{ I I I /, i/·!-~ " ';/( ""1/ / (, < • "__ ' ...:L~:.i..-L~ l. . , !!Claine-ckr1icke 'ocker, : :hairperson 
' . .~ 
," '1 ' , 
.' ' ", ~{-1.--rJ ·1 " # /#ntLL~ ' ... t '-ydUetL-. __ _ 
Se lma R. Gottl ' cb , ~ssoc. Con@issioncr 
",..-
.j:"-' 
. . 
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I ; . .. . : •• 
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-_ .. -... -. 
;: . 
> . . 
" 
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND -ARBlruTION 
BOSTON .. Octob e r 2 8 , 1976 
C i:.. I QUOT CL:;:g 
AND 
TEN1S1'ERS UN r OK ~_ ,OCA l. NO. 25 
"!" ':- •• • 
ARB. 12 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
., - ' opportuni ty to present testimony, exhi bi ts and arguments, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the is sue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
The grievanc ~ i s d en i ed. . r ' r 
R. Go t tLi 0b, A~ s oc . 
, , ,~, 
-. ', ' .. 
r 
. w4r (ttummuumrult4 uf . imIulilIttr1]ulIrtts . 
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION 'ANDARBITRATION 
TOWN OF AUBURN 
AND 
TEAMSTERS UNION LOCAL #170 
BOSTON 
', ' . 
Nov ember 2, 197G 
ARB. llA-1977 
.. 
The Board. having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
·opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on t h3 issue (s), awards as follows: 
THE GRIEVANCE IS DISMISSED. .:.. 
.,. ,. 
. ~ ..: 
Helaine Knickerbocker, chairperson 
-( J \ . 
1 '-z.-~ O'-t ' l./ 
A or Dyson, Msoc. Commissioner 
J .1· 
- ." 
;J /) It, /'. .. 1 /~('lt:L~_. ~ :/J:~/:~ f'.!r 
Selma oct ie ~ Assoc. Commissioner 
--
, 
TOi'lli OF AUBtJRN 
AND 
( ./ 
." " .... ~ '" 
............ _\ 
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND .,~ ,ARBl~4TION 
BOSTON Nove.!nber · 2, 1976' 
ARB. 1113 - 1977 
TEA.."1STERS UNION LOCAL #170 
The Board,having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and argument?; and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submit t ed by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
JJ, 
Offi.cer Roland is to be paid at his rE-~g\llar rate of pay for all hours 
.. ~.l-
worked on Hay 20, 1976 while working at t.he polls. 
,, -...\ 
BY THE BOARD: ,. ! . • '" 
j l , / . - I 'd,t/ : ~.. ... . ..... -,-.- . ,' r,-" I ' " ' . : , , 
I .... . ~ ,' .. ) J"" t / ,' ,. ( / ,' ,I " '. ~ ,I 
I " . / (' f .. . _~ •• - (' .:" .', ; ... ;. *- ') J ~ .~ I .. . _~ -' ,.,'- -! • 
Helaine Knickerbocker, r:hairperson 
, f . ~~;£~--t:f~_ ~~:~~U ... __ 
Alforf Dyson, ~~soc_ comnissioner ~ . 
j ~/)tJ/ '1 I _.' I A./j' ~ ,-.) 1:-~_LL.~- " I ._~~·~2/vL -ZLGe.:_-U ___ .. __ , __ _ 
S,·'1171a R. Got:t.l~l~l), l\ssoc. r:()tnrr\l. ssl.ol'\~~r 
, ; "Q" 
,." ! 
.... 
..... ...... ,
DEPARTMENT OF 'LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF ' CONCILIATION AND', .ARRlrItAl'lON 
TOWN OF AUBURN 
, AND 
TEfu~STERS UNION LOCAL #170 
BOSTON 
, ; 
, , 
. " 
. ' j 
ARB, 11-19 7 7 ( ~ ) 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, and to 
examine and c!,GSS-c~:3.ruine witnesses at the hearing, has cons~dered ' 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
' " The grievance is dis~issed, . ~I 
'" 
BY THE BOARD: 
.-;''\1 
.... 
HELAINE ~~~CKERBOCKER, CHAIRPERSON 
( ) "J" tJ 1/ /) . , l J ' _-(l.~ ! t . A-.:--~ / '7L-
A-:-:L~F:-=O ' DYSOn" PSS?C ',,,COMMISSIONER 
~~J 'l('L' " '{clli~~b~ ' .~~ 
SEL~~ GOTTLIEB, ASSOC, COMMISSIONER 
r .//- tr-7~ . 
, .... CJ,-,.(~ ...... 1()..'9). _9-67-9~'91.1 ( _ . . j/ 
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r!r4r O!nmmntttttrult4 nf :mufifiurI,ulIrtt.5 
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSmIES 
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" .: .: 
- . ' .. 
BOARD OF 'cONCILIATION AND , .. ARBITRATION ., . 
, ' . 
. " , 
. . , " . 
~ . ~ . 
. BOSTON N~vember ·s, 1976 .' 
" -:," 
.: " . 
I' . ~ • • ~ • 
, .,," , 
'. , , - ., ' 
. . , ~ . . ~~ · .. · .. CITY·OF MARLBORO 
. "' : -.. )",,' . 
-.. ' . .: - '. '.- ':' ~ .. 
.; . 
-' ,,' 
. . 
AND ARB 135-1976 . 
NAGE Local RI-219 
The Board', having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
• oppo~tuni ty to presen:t testimony, exhi bi ts an'd arguments, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
. the issue(s) submitted by the parties, and having .studied and 
,weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
. ·The . grievance is dismissed . 
. .. .. -' . . ' . 
. Helaine Kriitkerbocker, Chairpeison 
huuz If!izzt;/t · .. . 
...... Sclma R. Gottlieb, J\.ssoc. commissioner. 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
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BOARD OF CONCILIATION 'AND :ARBITRATION : 
.. .... 
.;' 
" ' 
" 
. '- ~:: , : " BOSTON .- " \ . ! ,' " • .' ~ - ' . -':, : , 
" ' 
" ; . 
November 5, 1976 
. ..... 
. .. . 
-. . - . ," , 
J.., l!~' ';"'u'! '4 IL , j<>i,.J , , ~Pft",liM l~ ;'1xL,al",,, 0/ a c""'~"lIm'l £#(w.,~ ' : ' , " 
~!. . . • :; • 
' . ' " ~ " : 
. I::' . 
. ': - ~ . : 
" ',' NORWOOD SCHOOL COMMITTEE, 
. ': ; , - , 
AND ARB : 138-1976 
, NORWOOD PUBLIC SCHOOL JR. CTJSTODIANS ' ASSOC. 
,AFFILI,ATED i,nTH AFSCME AFL-CIO 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union ful l ' 
opport,uni ty to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, and to " 
exa~ine and cross-examine wi tnesses at the hearing, has ·considered 
the issue ' (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
we i ghed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
The release of the CETA employee employed as 'a custodian :at, '; 
" ' the Aaron Guild School did not ' create a var:a l1c y und er ': Article 
', II, sectio~ 10 of the collective bargaining agreement ~ 
-, '. " 
": -. " ' . 
;' ,' . , " 
, .. . . , . . 
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.' , 
" , 
. , 
. ,- .; 
" 
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" 
, n ' . '--+-'~==7<-'----O.c:--,-./(~v ' ' __ _ 
A Dyson. ,,/,soc; commissioner 
!l A , AJ .t/f ...,_;-/ 'J,.~ ~tl.,I //k/:.,kt,.ut.i'h 
selma R. GottJ..ieb, Assoc. commissiol'1er 
' ,. , 
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..• ;,,".~.: ... ~ .. : ... ,,,,,.,: '~ """;""' ... ~ '" " ... ....... " ': . ' " ,., " ~.~ " .. ~ .,. M" " . " " 
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,.,. C;'.] . (R., . IO.\9). ~-'}-(.T-9' \911 
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. .... '" . . __.. 
WI1r Qrolnl1tOnrurnltIr of 
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
-
BOARD OF CONCILIATION · 
. . 
,.:!,-. 
fflu.5~jnd1U!irtt5 
AND INDUSTRIES 
AND ARlllTIt1TION 
. . 
. . ".'.-. 
." 
? . J 
BOSTON' December 1. 1976 
jlt d, _ti" o/l~' joinl apptcalu". /0, a,til,a.liM 01 a. co .. lruvuj'J t'/Wtlfl ." 
Lily Transport Lines, Inc., ~ . 
and 
'. , 
. Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Wa rehousemen & Helpers of America ARB. 1-1977 
. IDeal 1149 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and .theUnion full· 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, .and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as f011ows: 
The dismissal of the grievant was improper. He is to be 
reinstated to his position forthwith with no award of back 
payor other contractual benefits from the date of discharge 
. , 
.~ 
to the date of his return to work. In addition, he shall be on 
probation for six months, during which time he may be discharged 
for excessive speeding with no recourse by him or his union or 
its representatives. 
. I 
.. ~ 
',-., 
, 
( 
w4r Qrnttttttnnttt~alt4 of .ilaggar~ufl~tt!i 
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARBlT6ATION 
BOSTON . ' )ecember 2, 1976 . 
.. 
j,. t~. ,"" It" "/ tl.. jDint apptea"'"" /01' a,lil,aliofl 0/ a "",/~uvUj'J t.tw,.,. . 
FRIONOR KITCHB~S, INC. 
AND ARB. 38-1977 
TEM1STERS LOCAL UNION =if 50 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to pr esent testimony, exhibits and arguments,. and to 
examine and ·cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the , issue (5) submitted by the par ties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows! 
The grievant Lav erne Gomes is entitled to th8 holiday pay for • 
Co 1 limbu s Day. The Company sh.all for thwi t.h pay her for that ,:? 
holid ~y. 
BY THE BOARD: 
/ , 
selma R. Gottli0b , Assoc. Commissioner 
conuniss ioner 
• • - ~ ..... ':> 
, , 
..... . 
... '0('..:. ., ......... :1;[. 
.... -
v ( I . 
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND . AItBmlATION 
BOSTON "'c~cernb2r . 13 , ·· 197f, 
CITY OF ~ALL P.IVSl7. 
· i"·' ," 
ARB. ' ]5 - ·1977 
ANi) 
'l'EA.!"lSTERS UX IO~·T LC ~.2A:r.J #52 0. 
The Board. having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and argumentp , and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
Effe ct.i v e :-:,:~l: . t-oac:i v"; l y l~.o Ja";.1ar \/ 1, 1975, J o s8ph A. G:li.lle~ett~ 
"' ',. ·,al' '".> ~ r' ( · l as~ ;':: i c(' :: ~(\'" i\ ,~ti"c ("'. " ·~·"t-n.l For ~I " a n t o ·~&f1pral" i 
_.'. • .J.. " •• _ .4- ,,' " _ _ . .- ~ . _ • l '- _ , . '" . ~ ~ '.~ ~ " t . (': ~ \. .. : ' . ~. /' , • • ~
Fo rel ~a ~ ) a t: t: l (~ ra t.c~ of $2 ~?' ~' .5 ~·) r Ol.- \\' 0.(~ 1~ • 
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l ~. I (... _.'.1 , 1 I . / _. , .. _ .... , . 
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.~-.-. ", "'" - _ . ... ..... - ...... . ~--
. .. .... : .... .. ~ .,'. 
1o", CA-) , (ROY ,l<J-S9). _9-b7 - Y.WlI 
• ( ( 
W4r Q!ntttma1tull~ult4 af ialIU!iBurqu£2tis 
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
BOARD O'F CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION 
BOSTON December IS, 1976 
TEXTILE SHIELD CO. INC. 
AND ARB. 34 - 1976 
DIRECTLY AFFILIATED LOCAL UNION #24058 
AFL-CIO 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing" has ~onsidered 
th~ issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s)~ awards as follows: 
"THE GRIEVANT THOMAS WHITE IS ENTITLED TO VACATION PAY IN, ACCORDANCE 
WITH THE BENEFIT SET FORTH IN ARTICLE IV OF THE CONTRACT. THE . EMPLOYER 
SHALL PAY THE GRIEVANT SAID APPLICABLE VACATION PAY FORTHWITH . .. :' THE 
EMPLOYER SHALL ALSO COMPLY WITH ARTICLE II SEN·!:DRITY IN THE CONTRACT 
WITH REGARD TO THE GRIEVANT FORT~ITH!" 
I ' 
I . 
BY THE BOARD: 
" ~ ' -/.-- :-: . :-- -­~/.. ,,:' <' ... , . t 
William M. Hooben, Assoc. Commissioner 
Commissioner 
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.: . " , BOARD OF ' CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION ' 
.'. . ' 
, - , 
" .' . -: . 
.. , ' : -, BOSTON , December 22, 1976 
. .. ... ~ :. 
, " 
" ':, "j.. t1., _/Iv 'iLL joilll aI'I'L'/iM )'" ~,tiL.aliDII 0/ a "".'rov".~ t~bPi ... , , , "; ':, ' " ," :, ' " . . .- . . 
. ' :- . i . ' ",. ' 
',. : 
,' , " " ,-.. 
" , 
', "TOWN OF NOR~·lOOD ' 
, and ,,', ~ ~ ••. . ~ .• ' ! . : ' . . - - ,' , . ' . ' 
. ':" " . :,' 
of STATE, COUNTY and MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES AMERICAN FEDERATION 
COUNCIL #41 "" , ARB. ' 139 - " 1976 ,: 
The Board I having afforded the Employer and the, Union full 
" ~ppo'rtuni ty : to present testimony, exhibits ana. arguments, and to 
ex~ine a~d cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has ~6nsidered 
, , 
the issue (s) submitted , by the parties, and having studied and 
" weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s) I awards as follows: 
" . ~'., 
. :. ' ,' , ' 
',' I. 
'. 
, ' 
" ' 
'The Town is in violation of Section 4 of the 
collective bargaining agreement and t l:at the, 
grievant is entitled to seniority in ~ccord 
with the terms of the ' collective barg2ining 
agreement, and that he shall be trans f erred 
.. j-
to the public works department forthWith12~ ;' ' , " 
. . . . 
, BY THE B01\RD: ' 
. 2Lw?:. i&(.11 C,7 <<;0& 
e alne Knlc er oc er, C alrperson 
(;--nJ~~J M: .J 
~!fot .: sociat,e, Comnl1ssioner 
"nut., v1." t( ( 16 e.1-
Selma R. r,ottlieb, Associa t e Comm. 
. Jf ~.I.:: ':: " ' ':'.:>._' :o;.~ .". r,; .. ~ ".I· ::·: .. ~ . ~ .' . ~ . '" :1·· .. ·"' ... . " '?, ' ~" ' _"." .. -f I • ..... • ... • :!', \ .. --; . " , " . .', " , " " '" " , 
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~,"i:i.~ J . t~. ,ij · ¥u,·~(-l 
OF LABOR A~D 
BOARD OF CO~CILI;.TIO;\ l-\~D 
'-
( 
L\DtSIRIES 
All UlTTI..1TI ON 
BOSTON December 28, 1976 
. ',' 
. . 
J" 11., Inail., oll~. j~,:"l tlppl.-caljOil /0, a,ti{,alio" 0/ ". C'"."'UUU)'J £.1",,," '. 
West Springfield School Corrunitbee 
and 
I' 
Hest Sprinefield Education Association (!1TA) Arb. 9-1977 
The Board, having afforded t he Employer a2d the Union full 
opportunity to present ·testimony, exhibits and argument3, and to 
examine and cross-examine witness es at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and havi ng studied and 
weighed the evidence b~aring on the issue (s), aw~rds as follows: 
The grievant was not stispended for j ust cause. 
He shall receive back pay for the period of 
suspension forthwith. . 
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. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES, 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION 
BOSTON ,December 30, 1976 
Jacob Ruppert d/b/ a Forrest Brevling Company 
and 
Teamsters Local Union 1,l:59 Arb . 22-1977 
. '.: 
The Board, having afforded the Employer a~d the Union full 
' opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awar ds as follows: 
The grievance by the union is dismissed. 
The request by the Company to rectify the 
overpayment is denied. 
,'. ""'''\1.",,,;,,-,.,',,. I ~ ~~,. I ~ ... ; ~I " , .- . 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
', BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION 
BOSTON December ,30. 1976 
. .-
Town of Spencer ., . ~ ; 
and 
Local 495, Ser_vice Employees lnt I i. Union, AFL-ClO Arb. ' 23-1977 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing , has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
' ~, The non-union member s of the highway depar tment, 
Norman Bouchard, Ronald Pritze, and Frede~ ick Davi s, 
must pay the agency fee within ten days of the dat e 
that this a .. vard is 1:endered or the Tmm shall terminate 
."/ 
them forthwith. 
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DEPARTMENT OF LAllOR AND INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARUITRATION 
BOSTON December 30, 1976 · 
Town of Halpole (DPH) 
and 
AFSCME Arb. 30 B-1977 
The Board. having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments. and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follovv's: 
"The grievant, John Murray, is entitled to 
receive lonp,evity pay in accordance 't.;ith 
t he provisions of Article X of the labor 
agreement forthwith.·': ... ··. · . 
&~:tD: d.L . ;) .He~~ ; . ~~~¥,,"~o:.,-<t-'-t"-9-0~h---
Alf'f'Yyson.;;oc~f. ~~Hn::;wncr 
~rl.6t-hlc1:), ~ufg-08"rnrni;.sioner 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION 
TOvffi of Halpole (DPH) 
and 
BOSTON January 5. 1971j, 
AFSCHE Arb. 30-19~ 
The Board, having afforded the Employer ~~d the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the :issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bear:ng on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
The grievance is denied. 
I 
,.,. A-l. (~'9.IO-'?). 2M-~1-?~'911 ( ( .. 
wlrt (1!otttl1tOntu2uItl1 of ffiassarIl1t5rtts 
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDusmrrs 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARRlTRATION 
To~m of Hci1pole (DPH) 
and 
BOSTON January 5, 197Tj 
AFSCHE Arb. 30-1971 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
~opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearin.g, has considered 
the . i~sue (s)submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
, 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awarls as follows: 
The grievance is denied'. 
, . 
. q Dyson , Assqc te Commissioner 
',," ,,-.. . op ··vJJ./ . 
. " . A/l" ''' ,,, '/1 ~U . /\'lt1-tzL~·,~ · " 
SClma R. Gocclieb, Assoc. Com~~l~i-ss-i~o-n 
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DEP1\RTMENT OF LABOR A0:D 10:D USTRI[S 
BOARD OF CO~CILIAIION A~D ARBITRAIION 
BOSTON . 
. January 6 1 1977 
H. H. BROI·TN SHOE COHPANY 
and 
lfJ!:-
5?J 
UNITED SHOE h70RKERS OF AMERICA AFL-CIO LOCAL #24 . Arb. 19-1977 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hear i ng, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and haviLg studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
The Company is currently paying the proper 
rate for stitching back stays on ·lined shoes. 
" "<I.{' 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION· AND . ARBIIRATIO~ . . . : ,' 
BOSTONJ.anuary 10, .1977 
. : . -,' 
J" l~. mali., .Il~. jo;"l "pplc" li.,. /0, a,til; .. Iio .. ~· 0/ ,,'. ,,,,.IruvcrJ'I t.lwct" 
CITY OF FALL RIVER 
and 
Arb. 14-1977 
TEAl1STERS UNION LOCAL i~ 526 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony. exh i bits and argument~, and to 
examine and ~ross-examine witnesses at the hearing , has considered 
the " issue (~) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
The weekly salaries of the general foremen in 
the Department of Public ~orks should not be 
adjusted upwards by $13 retroactive to January 
I, 1975. 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR . AND INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND . ARBITRATION 
BOSTON 
BOSTON }tETAL DOOR COMPANY 
and 
January 11, 1977 
.I. . . ~_ • 
.. ' 
UNITED BROTHERHOOD of CARPENTERS AND JOINERS OF AJ1ERICA Arb. 18- ~ 
The Board, having afforded the Employer · and th~ Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, and to 
examine and cros s -examine witnesses at the he aring, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards a s follows: 
. 
. ~l 
The gr i evance is 
.. ,; ( ' 
( :c 
DEPARTMENT' OF LABOR At\D INDUSTRIES 
BOAItD OF CO~CILIATION AND AnBITUATION 
BOSTON January 19, 1977 
CLIOUOT CLUB CORPORATION 
. and 
TEA}1STERS UNI00!, LOCAL NO. 25 Arb. 37-1977 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, "and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue Is), awards as follows: 
. 
"The company is in violation of the ',: i 
seniority provisions of the col l ective 
bargaininp; ' a.~reement. The comp ,:.n.y is 
directed to transfer the grievaEt, 
Thomas Neault, t~oy::eEf:::~tD~hiZt~." . 11 
/;(iAl,l,rj _~( 1 " ~>6:a1.......!-.~?+-2_/ ___ _ 
He riine Knlc'croocccr, Chai~ne~son 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOn AND IND"USIIUES 
BOAnD OF CONCILIATION AND' AlWrnL\TION 
BOSTON " . January 20, 1977 
JOHN S. LANE & SON, INC. 
and 
INTERNATIONAL UNION OF OPERATIN(; ENGINEERS-LOCAL 98 Arb.41-1977 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, and to 
. . 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (5) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bear~ng on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
. ", 
> 
The ~rievance is without merit and . j 
is dismissed. 
' . 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDusTRrrs 
BOARD" OF CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION 
. -,' BOSTON January 20, 1977 
METROPOLITAN GREETINGS, INC. 
and 
. ( ' . . .. I . " 
LOCAL #580-A affiliated with RETAIL, TiHOLEK~E AND DEPARTMENT 
STORE UNION AFL-CIO Arb. 31-1977 
The Board, having afforded the Employer a~d the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and a~guments, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearins . has considered 
the · issue (s) submitted by the part ies, and havi ng studied and 
w~ighed the evidence bearing on the. issue (s), aVi'3..rds as follows: 
The discharge of David Palmer was for iust 
cause. The grievance is dismissed. 
' /7, /': 
/ ,: I .-
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.. wqr Q!ommoltwrultl1 of .£iRu.ssnrl1usr-tt5 
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND IND USTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION 
BOSTON January 26, 1977 
THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC. 
and 
TEAMSTERS LOCAL UNION #404 Arb~27-l977 
. ) 
, .:' ..... 
,,:..' 
- ' 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
~pportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, ind to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s') submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence beari ng on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
.The company did not violate Article XI "Severance Pay" in 
th~ contract. The company shall pay severanc e pay to the 
nine (9) most senior employees who were laid of f. 
. NAMES ' 
Anthony Minich, Raymond Jenness, Robert Gare l li, Peter 
Richardson, Stanley Pliska, Marcel Bienvenu, William ' 
, 
Sweetman, Herbert McKay, Ed.munc\ " fJcm\="':'A~::·:~7.!7! I 
q C, (.. -/) IY?J ' , '[[5-': . < ~_A~' ;; \"'-/~~G 'I?"j '- iY 
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The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
oppartur.i ty to pres ent testimony, exhi bi ts and arcumel?-ts L ' and to ' 
examine and cross-exa~i n c witne~ s es at theheari~g, ha~ corisidered 
the i.ssue ( s ) submitted by the parties, 
weiGhed tlll~ evidence' bear~ng on the issue 
and . havinG studied anA , 
(s) • . a':'I(lrds as follo 'Ns: .. 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
- _ .. __ . --
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND AfWITRj\TION 
TmoJn of vl<ilpole 
and 
AFSCME Council 41, AFL-CIO 
BOSTON Fcbruar:l 2, 1977 
ARB.40-1977 
The Eoard, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and. argumen.ts, and to 
examine and. cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and ha ving studied and 
~eighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s). a wards as follows: 
The Town of Walpole violated the pre~mble of the . col1ective _ ~ 
bargaining agreement by sllspending David Baco n without pay for 
five days commencing August 30, 1976. It shall rescind the 
suspension forthwith and mQke him whole for s ~ id period. 
... ~ .. . 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRUS 
, BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION 
TOWN OF WALPO'WE 
AND 
~ AFSCME Local #1957 
BOSTON ' February 4, 1977 
}!.RB. 3 J 1977 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, '~nd to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearinG, has consider'ed 
the ,issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s) I aw~rds as follows: 
" , Th e gl-i e v<lnce is \lTit:hout merit anc1 is c1ismiss ,~ (l. 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTml 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION 
BOSTON 
NORTHEAST METROPOLITAN REGIONAL 
. VOCATIONAL SCHOOL COMMITTEE 
AND 
TRUCK DRIVERS, CRA UFF EURS AND 
HELP ERS UNION , LOCAL NO.42 . 
February 24, 1977 
~ . . -; . 
, 
ARB. 35-J977 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and havi ng stud i ed and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
The grievant was not discharged for just cause. He shall be 
reinstated forthwith to his former pos ition with back pay and .• 
all rights and benef i ts less any monies he may have received. .f 
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DEPARTMENT OF LAllOR AND I~DUSnUES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARllIIRATION 
Town of i.Jestborough 
and 
BOSTON February 25, 1977 
International Brotherhood of Police Officers, Local 439 
CAr b . 17 -197 7) . 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportuni ty to present testimony, exhibits and argument s, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the heari ng, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed t he evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follo ws: 
The Tmm viola ted the terms of the collectiv3 bargaining a g reement-
by unilaterall y restricting the employees in workiri~ pai d det a ils 
and overtime. The To\m shall rescind the Ju l y 1, 1976 orde r limiting 
bargaining unit employees to no more than 24 hours ' o v ertime o r oaid 
details in a seven-day period. The Town shDl 1 compensate members of 
the bargaining unit for those hours of extra duty which they would 
have worked had the 24 hour limitation not been in effect, said 
compensation to be equit a bly distributed among those employees of 
the bargaining unit who traditionally volunt eer for overtime and 
paid details. The Board will ret Rin jurisdi ction for the purpose of 
ascertaining the amount of damages and the beneficiaries thereo f , 
if requested to do so by ~ither party within four weeks of the ~ward. 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND IND USTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION 
; , 
i 
, 
" 
BOSTON February 26, 19.7 7 . 
.Tmvn of Swansea 
and 
AFSCME Police Local 11401 Arb. 24 1977 
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, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
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r .ebxua;ry: 28 t 1977 '~: ,',. ,;"":,': ':.:'>::' 
- " .' :" . 0" • -.~...,. 
.' .: .. I • ~ _ • I,.. .. • . ': ":"" : .• .. .:': ... ', ,'" ' 
. J" 1~" i.u.lf.~ · o/iIw joi"t apptcaliDfi /0; ' a,/'i&aliDn 0/ a cD"lru~'~j~ /"/-,,, ,,< ,, ':;: ": ,<,'to 
Wareham School Committee ' . ;:};,:-.2' ,. ' ':.:'. \:.<. , :i , ~ .. ~::,::;<·:.' :: .. . ;:' ...... i "':~'~'~;(~>'. '. 
. . .... .; " 
- .... ' ;, and . . . .. . ". , -..... . .'. , 
Wareham Education Associatioq. . .. ,~. Arb'. 151~1976 ' ',': " '~,,~~:,~~:> ' ~ ' , 
. ;. ' ': '. . .' S~.> P.,uh,~'j ,j--L;, ',t', !. .' . ,'.- :: '. . , .,' ' .. ', 
' . ]. ._ .... ----..:.-' ----=--- . . ' ., ..L i ,_ . 
, - / .  ,, ' ..... : \: " .. :: . . .... . 
;' , ... " " 1 '. ~ 
~he Board, having ' afforded the Employer and the Union full 
.opportuni ty to' present testimony, exhibits and argument.s, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing,' has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
The pa.rties have agreed to the following stipul ated awar d: . 
,- ',.,' ..' 
l. The "iareham School Committee shall pay to Hrs ·. joanne outChcunis ' 
the net amount of $1,288.76 for sick leave used as a result of actua: 
physical disability due to pregnancy and c h ildbirth: This sum . 
. ·represents the gross a mount of $1,838.40 l e ss deductions of $363.60 
for Federal Income Tax, $94.12 for State ' Income Tax, and $91.92 for 
the Teachers' Retirement Fund. 
. 2. This stipulation ~s without prejudice to the position of either the 
'tvareham School Committee or the Hareham Education Association in any 
future similar disDute. 
By the f)?ard: 
Helaine Knickerbocker, Chairperson 
~p'mA R. GottlIeb, Assoc. Comm. Alford Dyson, Associate Commissionc 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION ,AND ARBITRATION 
" ) 
' . :- ; ... .. 
BOSTON February 28, 1977 
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'I'EAVSTERS I CHZ\' '1FFETJRS, ~v.!', REEC\.JS Ef'~ ;::~'~ ,s, ~:t::L ~::'E P.;:; 
LOCAL UKI O::; :1~5 c. 
" -
" 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and argument~, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
The company did not violate Article 20 of the collective bargaining 
agreement. The grievance is ,~:;;~:tB'::Jr~t t?and is d/JiSffiissed. ~ 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
" 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARBITRAIION 
Hyde Athletic Industries 
·and 
BOSTON 
. ' 
March 3 .. 1977 
t · 
'. ~ .. 
. , 
Boot & Shoe Workers Union AFL-CIO-CLC Local 138 
(Arb , in -1977) 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and argument~ .. and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
th~ issue (s) submitt ed by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), a.wards as follows: 
The grievance is without ~erit and is dismissed. . ~ 
. ::l The company is not required to pay employees on . 
piece rates no less than their former hourly earr:in8s. 
BY }')I~~BOAR}J' /) 17 J jI 
/;; c~.(~ ~- ' : ~ ':: '2"'/- [ I • . • , - , :' ' : • . : • . • . •• . ~ ;,~'. 
Helqine" Knid;erboc~Y~:-~fi8J:fper'S01i ' 
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Alfor
1
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Selma R. Gottlieb, Associate"Comm. 
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DEPAHTMENT O~' . LABon AND INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARllITHATION 
BOSTON March 10, 1977 
LEOMINSTER SCHOOL COMMITTEE 
AND ARB. 47-- 1977 
LEOMINSTER EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
UNIT B 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, and to 
. . 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
'the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
THE GRIEVANCE IS WITHOUT MERIT AND IS DISMISSED. 
BY TI:'7 BOARD: ) . /} l:~ ,,/' . .L. , / 
... . ' .- , - .... , .' . 
,/! 
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~ /i~ :~ h /. (o'r ~-), ( ( I I .~ - / " • , 
He1a:i..he "lKni'ckcrbocxer /' Chairperson 
, / .', . (i . " . . • " , . e', -.1 .• ••• I /~. ' 
/\ .. ' / ~ ; ... - .,. .<~ ,..;' .' , I. r:.. r /' ." ," .I :" ,,'.t-
.;' \.., .. I I , ,,_ .. ' : .. / L / .' ~ " ' . ' 
se~ R. G~tlic;? ASjoc. Commissioner 
( , I~, (?- :'~:"{ , :-{ -c-~'~'- - fl._:~_?'_-:.-:_-{_ .. . _/ ___ _ 
Alford Dyson, Assoc .;'Commiss ioner 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION 
NORT}ffi~2TON SCHOOL COMMITTEE 
AND 
BOSTON 
NORTHAMPTON TEACHERS ASSOCIATION 
. 
' . ) 
Marc'h 22, 1977 
ARB " 51-1977 
The Board. having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments. and to 
e~amine arid cross-examine witnesses at the hearing. has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties. and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
The Northampton School Committee is in viola t. ion of the ' collective 
bargaining agreement in its computatic)n of v~cation due Mrs. 4inda 
Ryan.. T rle Northampton School Committee is d i. rected within ten days 
fr u m the receipt ot this award to pay the gr i evant the third week's 
vacation to which she was entitled in July. 197, . 
BY .'~E."BOI\RD: j/. /1]/ . ,/7 
", .' >.:. :~ \ :. : .. . <~ C._. :" · ' . - '--.-' ' ! . • : . . . '~ .. -"-- ' , 
Helaine Knjj:kercocn' Chairp-ers~n 
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Selma Gnttliei" Assoc. Commissioner 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND . ARBIT~ATION 
, I 
BOSTON March 23 '. 1977 
,j" II., MAll., 0/ ' II., joiAI app/.-calioll /'" a,til,alion 0/ 'a ' ~Of,lruu"1'J t.'tww. 
, , 
Stride Rite Corooration 
and • 
Boot and Shoe Workers Union AFL-CIO Local #138 Arb. 5':1977 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and argument~, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (sl submitted by the par ties, and ha ving studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
,'. 
The new piece work price for the Wexford Vamr of $2.76' per ,-) 
hundred pairs is proper. The company shall p ay the new piec'e work 
price, retroactive from the date of the griev ance. 
,, ' " 
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DEPAflTMENT OF LAuon Mm I~DUSTnrES 
BOARD OF COXCIUATIGN A~D AHnnHAII00 
---= ....... --
BOSTON March ,23, 1977 
CORRECTED FRONT SHEET 
Maritime Terminal Inc. 
, ' and , , 
~ 'Te2msters, Chauffeurs, Warehousefuen an~ Helpers Local Union C5Y 
, (Arb. 73-1977) 
Tho Board, haYing afforded. th.3 Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and argu~ents, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing , ha~ con~idered 
the issue {s} submitted hy the parties, and having studied. an(l 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue {s} I awards a~follows: 
Mr. Hickney \Vas d ischarp;ed \v1 thol.lt jus t callS e. 
After a sus pens ion of one \vec:k commencinf., \"i th 
January 31 he is to be rt;ins ta t ed i-Ii th b.3 ck pRy 
less monies earned, with seniority righEs and other 
benefits unimpaired. , ~ , 
, ' ' / I , I , BY THE BOARD:, ) " " i,' /' ' 
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Harch 24 , 1977 
. Alden Corruf atnd Container Corp . 
and 
( 
Un i. tc> d P ,,: p E:L"!O r I: t: r:- sIn t'l . Urlion AFL-CIO Local 1408 
, " 
Arb.59-1977 
'l)l1c :Bo~;J:,d \ h:'1.1:ing c'.fi'oro.c('; ti\(l F;:1PJ.OYCl' and the Union f.u11 
opp()rt ~,::J.i.ts to :pJ·2~, C'.',t t8:;"ci r :ony, C:/~hihit[; and. arGuit.8nts, D.~·I6. to 
eX8.I;Jinc r-~; <i (::'..~os;;-c~'_8:~;i!iG \\':itn0~;ses tot the hearing , has c()r~f',id: 8re,1 
the j_ G::~~)Cj ( .::) :,nhl!,ittod 'Ll~' the p2.1 · i;~.(: ::; , Clnd h"-.vL1s .stucUed and. 
The gril'V~~nCL~ u; \\1i U;()Ul: \l\cri t ':'1,nd is 
c1j sn,l if::-;cd, 
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DERKLEE COLLEGB OF MUSIC, INC. 
ItND 
.' ~~' ~. \ 
I: I:>I { 
li..",i': ," 
( 
Aprll 4 
! 
t 1977 
SERVICE Et'~PI,0YEES INT'ERNATlm:!;",L UNIon 
LOCAL 2S4 AFL-CIO 
l\RB. 58 - 1977 
The Board, having afforded the EDployer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, e-,-111·''''' ·'· S n,' ,.,....,. ,~ ,...,·t" · A •. ·l v c:.l.,lU a ... bU::!C" 0 , ancl to 
examine und cross-c~2~ine witnasses at the hearing, hai cc~sidered 
the issue (s) sub:Ji tted by the part i 8G I and hil ving stud.:i Gel and 
weighed the eVic.el1C8 beari'.lb on the i~;~~~ :.::; (s), a,'l2.:.. .. dt; as ]ollomJ: 
'rho coll sge is in ·,'i.olC:tti.on cf Artic-:lr.; III of: the col1.cr.t:ivc 
har9ainin'·:r 2..Cj :n::C:~ ~'. iCl:t . ThE:! coltegc c.;L'd~. pay 'co the U:iiort H~ . , 
Light's init.i?tion fee ar:d c1UC'~.; from ~Y~r:~~m:)er 9, 1976 thr·)ugh'" the 
day. thCll:". he eithcT joins Uw union \-»). i" disch.:trCJ ~:d for continll(;d 
refusal to join. 
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llOSTO~ Aprll 4 1977 
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DERKI..I:E COLLEGE Or:' f.'lUSIC, INC. 
I~ND 
SERVICE m'~PLOYE:SS INTEru'1ATlm·~·.:"",L UNIon 
LOCAL 254 AFL-CIO 
]\RB. 58 - 1977 
The Board, having affordod the EDployer and the Union full 
·opportunity to present testimony, 1 . - , I ' eX 1Dl~S ana arguments , ancl to 
examine o..ncl crocs-c:': 2~:nine wi tn()sses at th0 hearing, hiLS· CCEsidered 
the issue (s) suorJi tted by the parti 83, and h8..ving studi Gel and 
weighE:d the evic.cl1ce beari'.lb on the i~;:-,~ :3 (5), a.'IV2.I'c1t:; as :Collom:;: 
'fhc Coll (:9"('. is in -,t}.olC:'Lt Lon cf l\rtici(; TIl of: the collc~tivc 
bar~!ainin'·:r <:q:t-c:e;!\rr:t. The College s1::d~. pay >co the U:'.io n /-ll!.-'. , 
Light's inii:.iation fee ':'l.}"',d (l1JC'~.: [rom l )o".~::,~~mber 9, 197G thr':1\.lgh~ the 
day, thClt. he either joj.ns the union or i~ disch.:trCJ 8d for continll(;d 
refusal to join, 
BY TIlP. 1.\0:"\1\0: 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
,BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION 
' PILGRIM ' LAUNDRY 
AND 
BOSTON 
TEAMSTERS UNION LOCAL NO. 25 
April 13, 1977 
' ARB. 75 - 1977 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony,exhibits ~~d arguments, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
The grievant was not discharged for just caU3e. He shall be 
reinstated forthwith \.,ith back pay and all r Lghts and benefits 
and unimpaired seniority less monies earned. . ,<" 
, " 
.. ;' . . ;,. :. 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION 
TOHN OF NORHOOD 
and . 
BOSTON April 14 I 1977 
AFSCME AFL-CIO COUNCIL 41 LOCAL 1395 Arb. 36-1977 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, and to 
examine and cros s - examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awards as follows: 
The grievance is without merit and is denied. · 
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DEPAIlTGIENT OF LABon iU\D mDUSTiliES 
----...--
llOARD Ol~ CONGLIATION ANn l\RUlTRATWN 
BOSTON 
BERKLEE COLLEGE OF MUSIC, INC, 
and 
Apr1.1 22.1977 
SERVICE EMPLOYEES INTERNATIONAL UNION ,LOCAL 254 AFL-CIO 
(Arb. 92-1977) 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and argu~ents: ~nd to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has cionsidered 
the issue (s) sub:ni tted by the parties, and having f;tudied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), awar<l~ as follo ws: 
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Hemingway Transport Inc. ~nd Office Ern~loy~~s ' ini~in~tional : 
Union Local No. 6 AFL- CIO . Arb . 68-1977 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony , exhibits and arGuments , and to 
examine and cross-examine witne s ses at the hearing, ha; con3id~r~d 
. . 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties , and having st~died·and 
weighed the evidence baa.ring on the is s ue {s} I awards as follows : 
.. ' " 
· .. , 
., 
DEPAnrnlENT or' LABOR AND INDUSTlHES . 
ROAnD OF CONCILIATION AND AIlllITRATION 
nOSTON May 5, 1977· 
NORTHEAST METROI>JLITAN REGIONAL VOCATIONAL SCHOOL COMMITTEE 
AND ARB. 50 - 1977 
THE NORTHEAST TEACHERS ASSOCIATION 
. The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the he~ring, has· considered 
t~e issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
~eighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s)~ awards as follows: 
The Northeast Hetropol i tan Regional \locat Lona l School cornmi ttee is in 
violation of Article XIII, Section E of the Collective Bargaining 
Agreement. The Sc h ool committee is hereby ordered to des ist ·'from 
requiring reasons for personal days as a prer ~quisite to granting 
them. 
BY TIlE · B01\RD: 
Ar;~ . .? . . I' /VLCd.C? 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOH AND JND{iSIIU£S 
. nOARD OF . CO~CILIATION AND ARBHHAIION 
.. BOSTON May 5 J 1977 
Eastern Company d/b/a Eastco 
and 
j '{ --
77 
International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen 
and Helpers, Local No . 504 Arb. 63-1977 . 
The Board, having afforded the Employ~ r and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony. exhibits and argume:,nts. and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing. has considered 
the issue ( 5) submitted by the parties , and having studied . and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (5), awards as follows: 
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', ...... 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION · A~D AIWlT!L\TION ....... : .,. 
BOSTON Hay · 13, 1977 
. . 
. '. 
BICKNELL FULLER CORRUGATED CONTAINER 
AND ARB. 79 - 1977 ' 
UNITED PAPERHORKERS INTER.t~ATIONAL UNIOn 
LOCAL #837 1.FL-CIO 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
6pporturiity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing , has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and baving studied and· 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue {s} .• awards as follows: 
The grievance is without merit · and is dismissed. 
- ', r I~ • • I.- I ~ I . " 'I . ". • .. .. , ( . " ,. '.' I , 
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D rl) " ,pl! " ~I.'''"' OP L illt ij\~ .1\ 1 1 L\BOH 
BOSTON 
NORTHEAST TEA·':HERS ASSOCIATION 
and 
Hay 16, 1977 
• NORTHEAST' REGIONAL VOCL\TIm~AL SCHOOL COMHITTEE 
( .• I 
ARB. 28-1977 
The Board, having ·afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportuni t~, to present testi!!'jony, exl1 i bi ts and. arGurrents, a~d to 
examine and cross-examj.ne v;itnesses Ed: the hearing, h2.s considered 
the issue (s) SUbl71i.ttcd by the parties, and having studied and 
wE::ighed the eviJ.(;;lCe bearir:g on the iSGne (s), QV!Rrds as follo\ .... s: 
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DEPAITTMENT Of' LABOR INDUS1Rn;s 
nOAHn OF CONClUATION "l\![\ 1i ,J.I AllllITIL\ 11 ON 
"," .' 
. : 
BOSTON May 25) 1977 
. ;. 
, ; 
WORCESTER COUNTY HOSPITAL 
and 
SERVICE El1PLOYEES INTERNATIONAL UNION AFL-CIO LOCAL 495 (Arb. 70-197 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Urii6n full 
opportunity to :present testimony, exhibits and. argument-s, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has considered 
~he issue Is) submitted by the partias~ and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearinG on the issue Is}, awards as follows: 
The discharge is without just cause. The grievant shall. t}:e 
:t;'cinstated ~vith full compensation for lo :=;t tirneand full' 
restoration of all other rights and cond .:. tions of employment. 
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INliUSnUF,S . 
BOSTON Hay 25, 1977 
COLUNBIA HANUFACTURING Cm1PANY 
and 
BICYCLE HaRKERS FEDERAL LABOR UNION NO. 2;Q291 (Arb. 72-197 I) 
The Board, having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportuni ty to present testimony, 8xhi hi ts and argumon .. tG, and. to 
exaTlline and cross-examine wi tnesses 2.t the hoaring, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighud the evidence bearing on the issue (s ), awards as follows: 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION · 
.. BOSTON . June 15, 1977 . 
. . 
. 
GENERAL SAND AND STONE CORPORATION 
AND ARB • . 82-1977 
... TEAMSTERS LOCAL UNION #404 
The Eoard, having afforded the Employer and the ' Union full 
. opportunity to present testimony, exhibits and arguments, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hear-ing, has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties, and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s), a~ards as follows: 
The Company is in violation of Article XI (E) of the collective 
bargaining agreement. .; 
The Company shall pay the grievants the proper rate in accordance with 
the terms of the applicable "Heavy and Highway " agreement for all hours 
worked for which they have not previously paid . . 
' i 
B~ lJE BOAR?: L} f) '. /J 
_it/::lfc.w.--'2 l~j-L((i?G;;,~~~t£ 
HELAINE KNICKERBOCKE , CHAqRP SON 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OJ CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION 
. ' .. , .... . ", 
, BOSTON June , lS, ' 1977 
O.R. COTE COMPANY 
AND ARB. 90 
TEAMSTERS LOCAL UNION No. 404 
1977 
The Board. 'having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony. exhibits and arguments. and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing. has considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties. and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s). awards as follows: 
The grievant was discharged for just cause. 
·The grievant is denied. 
Selma R. Gottlieb, Assoc. commissioner 
, , ' t;J -" ,- '" 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARBI'IlATION 
BOSTON June .29', 1977 
• TOWN OF SWANSEA 
... 
6 ' 
AND . ARB. 84-1977 . 
ASSOCIATION OF FEDERAL, STATE, COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES, 
COUNCIL #41 AFL-CIO 
The Board. having afforded the Employer and the Union full 
opportunity to present testimony. exhibits an~ arguments. and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses at the hearing, has· considered 
the issue (s) submitted by the parties. and having studied and 
weighed the evidence bearing on the issue (s). awards as follows: ' 
The Town of Swansea is in violation of the collective bargait ing agreement by refusing to 
. promote the senior man to sergeant. The Town is directed to promote Officer H~l to the 
position of sergeant and restore Officer Carey to his former ,rank. The Town is? further 
directed to pay Officer Hamel the difference between the ser~eant's rate of pay and his . 
present rate of pay retroactive to the date of Officer Carey ' .s appointment. 
. . ~ I ' . 1\ 
BY {:'1 BOA~:iJf." . ;, iJ~' IJ 
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Chairperson 
ALFORD DYSON, Associate Commissioner 
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SELMA R. GOTTLIEB, Associate Commissioner 
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* 
CITY OF LAWRENCE * 
* 
AND * 
* 
AFSCME ' * 
* 
* * * * * * * * * * * * 
DRAFT 
STIPULATED AWARD 
The stipulated award is as follows: 
Discharge 
Charles Hardacre Jr. 
A-43-1977 
1. The City will pay a lump sum payment of $500. In con-
sideration therefore, Mr. Hardacre and the Uni o n agree to drop 
their demand for reinstatement as an employee of the City along 
with any other claim relative the city's failure to select Mr. 
Hardacre from a civil Service list for permanent appointment. 
2. This stipulated award does not constitute an admission 
of contract violation by the city and will not be deemed a 
precedent in any future case. 
3. All other claims r e lating to the griev~nce are denied. 
4. This stipulated a ward d o e s not constitute a waiver of 
IV ,/ 
the rights of the Union or the City to insist o~ future performance 
of the contract language dealing with disciplina ry issues. 
Board of Conciliation and Arbitration 
Date: 
- -------T- ___ . _'.-:._" .0_ .. _. 
